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KEILHAUER INTRODUCES THE TOILE PARNTER CARD 

The Toile textile family is the sixth partner card between the North American furniture 
manufacturer and LDI Interiors 

 
February 15, 2024 (Toronto) – Keilhauer is excited to announce the launch of Toile, a textile 
partner card manufactured by LDI Interiors, a company known for focusing on durable 
upholstery that contributes to healthier commercial interiors. 

Toile is part of LDI’s Envirowoven™ collection, featuring bleach cleanable, silicone-coated 
wovens that have liquid barrier backings. All Envirowoven™ textiles have a soft, inviting hand 
and the functionality of a coated material. 

“We are pleased to once again partner with LDI Interiors to provide our clients with one of their 
world-class textiles,” says Maggie Keilhauer, Product Manager. “Toile has a premium look and 
feel, which is only enhanced by its impressive durability and carefully-considered construction.”   

Toile is comprised of 94% polyester, 4% polyurethane and 2% silicone. This combination of 
materials results in an incredibly durable and versatile fabric that possesses the dimensional 
texture of a woven with the durability of a coated fabric. Toile is ideal for high-traffic spaces such 
as lobbies, healthcare and education spaces, and more.  

Toile is available in nine beautiful and enticing colorways, all inspired by elements of nature: 
Brook, Cider, Currant, Lagoon Breeze, Ore, Raven, Silver, Silversea and Starling. Toile is a 
Grade C textile, and is capable of withstanding 100,000 rubs.  
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Other Performance Advantages: 

• Outstanding abrasion resistance and durability 
• Superior chemical resistance 
• Designed for comfort 
• Impervious to fluids 
• Superior seam and tear strength  
• Stain resistant and cleanable 

ABOUT LDI INTERIORS 

LDI Interiors is part of the LDI Solutions family of companies that develops sustainable products 
to protect the environment and human health. Offering over 300 inline solids, textures and 
patterns, LDI Interiors focuses on durable upholstery that contributes to healthier commercial 
interiors. To learn more, please visit ldiinteriors.com.  

ABOUT KEILHAUER 

Founded in 1981, Keilhauer is a privately owned, design-focused contract furniture 
manufacturer. Keilhauer manufactures seating and tables that makes work more comfortable for 
all. Keilhauer products are thoughtfully made to support communication and engagement in 
spaces such as meeting rooms, collaboration areas, lobbies and lunchrooms. Working with 
world-renowned furniture designers, Keilhauer is internationally recognized for award-winning 
design, built with extreme craftsmanship, to the highest environmental standards. The company 
is headquartered in Toronto, Ontario. For more information, please visit keilhauer.com. 

For more information, images or to request an interview, please contact: 

Emma Hamilton 
Public Relations Coordinator  
(437) 235-4507 
emma.hamilton@keilhauer.com 

 

 

 

 

  


